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> A low fee can work against the issuer

by increasing the underwriter's risk

aversion. In other words, a furn

charging a low fee would likely be

unwilling to expose itself to the risk

that rising rates will lead to a fall in

the market value of unsold bonds.

In such cases, issuers can expect a

higher interest cost on bonds than
if the firm were working for a mar

ket-based fee.

On average, underwriter fees do not 

vary significantly based on issue size, 

although due to minimum underwrit

ing costs, fees for smaller issues below 

$�5 million tend to be higher as a 

percentage of par (see the bar graph 

above). 

Typically, it may be best to negotiate 
fees after settling structural components, 

receiving credit ratings and evaluating 

market conditions. Only then do hospitals 

and health systems have all the informa

tion necessary to determine what may 

constitute fair fees. 

Careful consideration of underwriters 

Prior to selecting an underwriter, it is 

crucial to consider the proposed firm's 

demonstrated marketing and structuring 

expertise, its understanding of the hospi

tal's unique situation and challenges, the 

suggested plan of fmance and sales com

mission and management fees. Healthcare 

organizations will likely benefit from 

assigning less importance to fee quotes and 

emphasizing investment banking ftrms' 

proven abilities to deliver financing that 

meets hospital and health system needs at 

the lowest available cost of capital. // 

Errol Brick 

is managing director and co-head of PF M's Healthcare 

Group and is a member of HFMA's Florida Chapter 

(bricke@pfm.com). 
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// payment models // 

Direct contracting 

models offer promise 

of expedited shift to 

value-based care 
Allen Miller and Evan King 

The options consist of 

three new voluntary risk

sharingpayment models . 

A major step forward for population health 

management and value-based care oc

curred when the U.S. Department of Health 

and Human Services (HHS) announced a 

new set of voluntary payment models for 

Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) patients 

and healthcare providers. 

Participants in the Centers for Medicare 

& Medicaid Services (CMS) Direct 

Contracting (DC) Model can expect ftnan

cial and regulatory benefits and improved 
metrics. Based on the initial HHS informa

tion, the new model offers opportunities 

for most healthcare organizations, includ

ing medical groups, independent practice 

associations, accountable care organiza -

tions (ACOs), Federally Qualified Health 

Centers (FQHCs), health systems and 

health plans. (Health plans are only eligible 

for the geographic model.) 

What are the DC Model options? 

DC Model options consist of three new 

voluntary risk-sharing payment models, 

each spanning ftve years plus an initial year 

to align enough Medicare beneftciaries. Per 

CMS, the model options are as follows: 

> The Professional option has the lower
risk-sharing arrangement- 50% sav

ings/losses and primary care capitation,

a risk-adjusted per-member per

month (PMPM) payment for enhanced

primary care services priced at 7°/o of

total care cost of care.

> The Global option offers 100%

risk-sharing of savings or losses, with

two payment options: primary care
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